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thomas crown affair 1999 subtitle russian download thomas crown affair 1999 The Film Itself (4.5/5): The Thomas Crown Affair is a 1999
remake of the 1968 film and it definitely does not disappoint. From the second it begins, the story does a great job in keeping the audience on

their toes and having the movie begin to switch between past and present, and the characters as well as the era it resides in, gives the film a
very colorful feel to it. The story is a little slow in the beginning, but it seems to pick up after the fourth act of the movie, when the audience

is caught up with the main couple as well as the side characters. The movie does a great job of keeping the viewer intrigued and it is very hard
to let go of it once the ending credits begin. Picture Quality (5/5): The Blu-ray release of The Thomas Crown Affair comes packaged in an

amply sized case. Even with the 16:9 presentation, the transfer of the movie is crystal clear and the images are sharp as all get out. The
combination of the 1080p presentation as well as the lossless DTS-HD Master Audio 5.1 mix during the movie makes it impossible to go

back to your old standard in terms of audio and visual quality. It really is the most beautiful release of the movie I have seen to date and the
inclusion of the original English audio track and all the other special features (including the featurettes) really make this release something
that any movie lover should purchase without thinking twice. Audio Quality (5/5): The Blu-ray release of The Thomas Crown Affair comes
packaged with an all new English DTS-HD Master Audio 5.1 mix. The soundtrack really allows the audience to be in the thick of things and
fully immersed in the story that the film has to offer. The direction from the front to the back of the theater really allows for this mix to be

heard and used correctly and the transitions from speaker to speaker are smooth and natural. The dialogue is spoken cleanly without any kind
of distortion or interruption, which really comes through when the audience is being let into the story. The Packaging (2.5/5): The Blu-ray
release of The Thomas Crown Affair comes packaged in a standard single-disc Blu-ray amply case. The case is illustrated to be a bit larger

than the standard size, but is not overly massive. The
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